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1. Aviator shades aren't just for sunny days.  

 

2. You can pick up fully automatic weapons at the local gun store.  

 

3. Air Force special operations guys are combat-trained commandoes.  

 

4. Skinny white chicks can be bad-ass AF special operators.  

 

5. Wayne Brady can be a bad-ass AF special operator.  

 

6. You don't need to aim a gun.  

 

7. No training or practice is necessary to become proficient with all manner of firearms.  

 

8. Having gasoline in plastic jugs strapped to the top of your RV while bullets are being shot at you 

presents no danger whatsoever.  

 

9. Have your aviator shades on you at all times.  

 

10. Amish guys weren't made for these end days.  

 

11. When you need to bust through a chained gate, just drive your RV (your only form of 

transportation) through it. It'll bust through, the chains won't hold.  

 

12. An RV that's been treated like a tank will show no signs of wear and tear.  

 

13. "When you run out of road, you stand with your family and you go down shooting." 

 

14. When you see a road full of dead bodies with no eyes and black ooze coming out of them, take 

their pulse  



 

15. Mermen are steroid using wife beating drunks  

 

16. Before you plan on executing a family, have a round of scotch with them  

 

17. Category 5 Hurricanes only last a few hours and may blow a branch down  

 

18. Don't be In Seattle during the end of ten world  

 

19. Dragons love steak and cows Rare  

 

20. Cellphones will work just long enough to get a call in or a text in each day  

 

21. Demon possession and schizophrenia are a lot alike, so make sure which one it is before you 

shoot someone  

 

22. Demons are wimps. You can stand on a fence and  

shoot at demons and taunt them and they won't come back for you. Demons are like great college 

basketball players and one and done. They can't jump in another body apparently 

 

23. Don't worry about including bolt cutters in your survival gear. If you need to get through a fence 

or a padlock, you can run over them with your RV.  

 

24. It's okay to pimp out your 16-year-old virgin little sister to keep the soldiers guarding you happy.  

 

25. By all means, let the crazy infected commando guy into the compound.  

 

26. In the middle of Armageddon, mourning the recently departed takes precedence over reloading, 

securing the compound, burying the dead, checking for wounded, or resetting the traps that just 

went off.  

 

27. Armageddon only attacks in waves. So, once you've beaten off an attack, you can rest, relax, and 

chat with confidence that another attack isn't imminent.  



 

28. If you are being chased through the woods by three convicts, stop at a church and make out...  

 

29. If you need to look for food in a remote camp with otherworldly creatures roaming around, stop 

at a barn and make out...  

 

30. If some underage girl tells you it's OK to have sex because the world is ending, DO IT!  

 

31. After you've racked a round into the shotgun you've been carrying (with an empty chamber), rack 

another one in a few minutes later to let 'em know you're really serious now.  

 

32. The guy playing the DJ is Vega from Motive (2013). I thought I recognized that voice!  

 

33. If someone asks you to shoot them, do it! When it's the end of the world, people know what they 

want. 

 

34. You can chase an attacking rabid dog away by squirting them with a hose. 

 

35. If you need to get to a wounded comrade during a firefight, just run across the line of fire.  

 

36. The thin sheet metal in automobile doors can stop bullets and is a good shield to hide behind in a 

firefight.  

 

37. Twin voodoo can help you determine if someone is going to die.  

 

38. When a volcano is about to blow, stay behind to repair the RV because your research is in it. 

 

39. Anne Heche can run 498 mph.  

 

41. If you're going to set a show in a certain state or city, don't bother to know anything about where 

the cities are in relation to each other or the real names of roads. Just make it all up because no one 

will know the difference (except anyone who lives or visits that state.)  

 



42. Volcanoes just stop spewing dust and rock after an hour or so and then it's sunny and safe to 

move around right next to it. Bonus! All the dust and rock just disappear.  

 

43. If a pyroclastic floe or hot volcanic ash or the ejecta from a meteor strike is headed your way, 

hide under a bus or RV because all of that stuff only goes around the sides and never under the 

vehicle.  

 

44. When it's the end of the world, your mom and dad will both be okay with a 12-year age 

difference between their 16-year-old daughter and 28-year-old soldier.  

 

45. Eventually realize that every stranger you meet, no matter how nice they seem at first, will a) try 

to kill you, b) fall in love with one of your children c) die within a few days, d) do all three.  

 

46. After a volcanic eruption and all the ejecta magically disappearing, it is very important to dust the 

inside of the RV so it looks nice.  

 

47. Whenever scouting for food or checking out a new area, be sure to talk loudly amongst 

yourselves, never look around and not watch your backs.  

 

48. Don't bother to bring a siphon hose with you and empty every vehicle you run across because in 

your gas-guzzling RV those gas tanks on your roof will never be punctured, stolen or run out.  

 

49. In a world full of skinwalkers, shape-shifters, people-eating plants, crazy homicidal people and 

escaped prisoners, it's okay to leave people alone in the woods or RV or elsewhere. I mean, what 

could happen? 

 

50. To survive the end of the world, you need to be very sarcastic. 

 

52. Teen girls will get back to smiling, joking and fighting with their sister within twenty minutes of 

their boyfriend dying right in front of them.  

 

53. When you drive all the way back to your farm to find your land salted, your home partially 

burned down and your feverhead neighbor raging on your front lawn, just turn the RV around and go 

east. (I'd be seeing if there anything salvageable that I might need before leaving.)  

 



54. When building an emergency eruption bunker under a dormant volcano, just put in a regular air 

vent straight from the outside. No need for filters for all the superheated and toxic volcanic ash and 

steam that would blast down the mountain and into your air vents.  

 

55. RVs in the Apocalypse get amazing gas mileage.  

 

56. After apocalyptic events, there will be only one radio station working. So much for the emergency 

broadcast system.  

 

57. A local DJ's radio broadcast can be heard in several states, and even on cheap portable radios in 

Idaho.  

 

58. That EMP had no effect on the radio super station.  

 

59. 220 volts just isn't enough power to gank a nurse.  

 

60. When you zap a nurse with 220 volts, don't put a round into her head to confirm the kill. Instead, 

allow her to lay there so she can continue to threaten you and your family.  

 

61. The nurse put a new spin on being two-faced.  

 

62. Point #1 is proven again and again. Heche will soon be up there with Caruso for ridiculously 

wearing sunglasses on TV.  

 

63. When you're hiding a handgun in a wheelchair, don't use it or allow anyone else to use it until 

after you've been given a paralytic drug, rescued, and then threatened again.  

 

64. In the apocalypse, hydrofluoric acid can corrode a metal padlock in a matter of seconds/minutes!  

 

65. U.S.'s education program includes pharmacology and orbital mechanics in it's curriculum for 17 

year old girls, but only for the real smart ones...  

 

66. If your daddy is infected with a disease that turns him into a homicidal maniac, just put him in 

handcuffs and let him roam free. Don't try to tie him up inside the van because that will ruin your 

script...  



 

67. Anne Heche uses her c00tch as a holster...  

 

68. After all that you've been through, if a creepy nurse tells you to leave your weapons behind 

because they scare the patients and she still carries her AUTOMATIC rifle, don't give it a second 

thought!  

 

69. Irrational behaviour and non sequiturs will solve any problem. 

 

70. If your car runs out of gas and strands you, it's much more reasonable to kill yourself or hoof it 

out of there than to go near the icky dead guy to see if his car still works. 

 

72. When you're approaching the Doc's place, waste ammo firing your gun full-auto. No need to just 

knock.  

 

73. That old adage about your neck breaking when you jump from a height with a rope around your 

neck no longer applies in the Apocalypse.  

 

74. When a woman is acting crazy and approaches you, don't use your experience with the nurse as a 

guide for what to do.  

 

75. When threatening a feverhead, waste more ammo on full auto as warning shots. That applies to 

both of you.  

 

76. When druggie millennials threaten your kids, don't put them down like you (eventually) did 

before. Your pacifist daughter will love you all the more. At least for 20-30 minutes when they find 

more guns, come back and gank you and your family.  

 

77. While you usually execute feverheads on the spot, if some chick you don't know comes up and 

says not to kill him you should wait. Then again, you may have run out of ammo from all of the 

previous full-auto fire.  

 

80. When the sky develops a giant butthole hole and starts sucking people up into it: Do not speak of 

it with family members. 

 



81. When you are knocked out, you will know how long you have been unconscious right after you 

wake up. 

 

 

82. There are just oodles of objects the size of dwarf planet Ceres that are in earth crossing orbit and 

are in a tight cluster that have never been identified by the world's astronomers even though they 

are clearly visible in the daytime sky. Also they have never been forced by their own gravity into a 

spherical shape like all the other celestial objects of similar size. 

 

 

83. Even though one dose didn't work for long on other feverheads, one dose of tetra and dad is 

good as new!  

 

84. "Nothing's happened" holds vastly different meanings for different people.  

 

85. Saying the moon rocks won't land near you is the cue for the SFX dude to launch the moon rocks.  

 

86. In the aftermath, pickings are slim and unless you are in Arkansas, go for the suicidal girl vs a 

relative.  

 

87. Nothing like a moon rock shower to turn that no into a yes.  

 

88. The decision to make out vs seeking cover runs in the family. I can see why they have three kids 

now, surprised they don't have more.  

 

89. President Reagan's 9 most terrifying words in the English language proved true again even in the 

aftermath: I'm from the government, and I'm here to help.  

 

90. The budget didn't allow for a Charger or even a 200K mile Crown Victoria, so the FDEM dudes had 

to settle for an 80's Malibu.  

 

91. When you work for the FDEM, don't bother to wear your FDEM jacket until your final scenes. 

Everyone up until then will know you are from the government.  

 



92. The FDEM rivals the NSA for data collection, but are inferior. While they know who every 

unbalanced female sitting alongside the road is before they get out of the car, they have to use the 

term Plague Man/RV Man for the dad.  

 

93. Highly-trained FDEM dudes seeking to restore the country will allow an unbalanced woman with 

no skills to survive but will gank a person with medical skills. Government efficiency still applies in the 

aftermath.  

 

94. Doc Simmons should have used better gun thugs. They were probably out scrounging for more 

ammo so they could fire it full-auto some more.  

 

95. If you are a USAF special ops veteran, you'll have memorized the total deployment history of all 

units over the past 50 plus years. Either that or those shades really are magical.  

 

96. A phone is more worrisome than the assault rifle that is raised in your direction.  

 

97. We can't get everything back.  

 

98. Dana is the smartest person in or out of the RV.  

 

99. Other sci-fi show title drops heard in this episode: Rectify (2013) and Continuum (2012). Can't 

hurt the ratings any by saying them.  

 

100. The falling debris will let up long enough for the important scenes. Either that or the SFX dude 

ran out of money or fell asleep.  

 

101. Small towns in Idaho are known for their well stocked electronics stores.  

 

102. All radio signal trackers look alike, so as to make finding them in electronic stores easier.  

 

103. Even though everyone else has to use multiple receivers to triangulate a radio signal, dad can do 

it with only one.  

 

104. It's more cost-effective to use the same character aged 54 years than to cast a new one as the 

security guard.  



 

105. Small towns in Idaho are not known for having any gas stations or vehicles from which to siphon 

gas.  

 

106. Why don't you try your radio tracker? Well it could be that it's of no use since the radio dude 

wasn't broadcasting then. Dad was just being polite by suggesting they wait until dark.  

 

107. Dana is no longer the smartest person outside the RV.  

 

108. What kind of wave would cause all this? Computer cards? The real unanswered question: How 

many more episodes until we're canceled?  

 

109. Next title drop: Scary Movie (2000). You can bet this show will be parodied in Scary Movie 6 

when it comes out.  

 

110. Highly-trained FDEM dudes realize the value of the phrase "If you're going to shoot, shoot. Don't 

talk." Apparently this was not well known in Vietnam.  

 

111. Highly-trained FDEM dudes will overlook the dude they just ganked aging over 50 years in a 

matter of seconds.  

 

112. Radio signal trackers sound a lot like Geiger counters and look a lot like multimeters.  

 

113. Idaho is well known for having mineral plants that are easily converted to a Tesla facility and 

come equipped with killer sound effects libraries.  

 

114. Highly-trained FDEM dudes don't need a radio signal tracker, and are cross-trained as ninjas for 

silent approach.  

 

115. Just like with the crazy nurse, when you have a second gun and your husband is being 

threatened by a highly-trained FDEM dude, don't pull until after they leave.  

 

116. When you are a USAF special ops vet and you only have 2 rounds left, waste them shooting at 

your only viable means of transporting the family.  

 



117. FDEM job descriptions cover the aftermath so that highly-trained FDEM dudes will know what to 

do.  

 

118. Pulling a high voltage line with bare hands will not result in any injury.  

 

119: Blonde moment: You didn't tell me pulling the power cable would put out the lights!  

 

120. Should they survive the aftermath, Matt can find work as either a motivational speaker or a 

suicide hot line call taker.  

 

121. When you're a USAF special ops veteran and trying to sneak up on some highly-trained FDEM 

dudes, yell Josh! at the top of your lungs a couple of times.  

 

122. When a skinwalker is chasing both of you, the best thing to do is split up.  

 

123. High voltage lines at modified mineral plants are easily reconnectable.  

 

124. When you have no idea what a switch does, just throw it.  

 

125. As with single-dose tetra miracle cures, single-shock skinwalker cures can be had.  

 

126. There is almost as much arguing here as there was at the Clinton-Trump debate.  

 

127. Cars are easily overlooked at tesla-converted mineral plants.  

 

128. To escape from flex cuffs, just fall to the ground.  

 

129. Citing your parent's dating history is a good reason to run off into the woods alone.  

 

130. Some things never change. If you don't confirm the kill, the bad guy will resurrect and threaten 

you again. 


